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Abstract
The present work describes a website designed for remote teaching, it enables the students to
view the lessons and also test themselves after each lesson they view, they can get benefit from
the useful articles uploaded to the page also can ask question and get answers. Distance learning
is beneficial for eliminating time and money spent related to student travel and allowed Outreach
College students access to adept instructors regardless of physical locale.
Introduction:A dramatic increase in the development of technology-based teaching and learning has been
witnessed in the past decade. Many universities and corporations started rethinking the design
and implementation of the learning systems [1]. To take advantage from the emergence of the
Internet, it provides an inexpensive and flexible infrastructure that can greatly enhance the
communication among distance learning system and students. The rapidly increasing expansion
of the Internet has brought dramatic impact to one’s life and education alike. Distance learning
differentiates from the traditional learning in its ability to train anyone, anytime, and anywhere
attributed to the openness of the Internet. Without the temporal and spatial limitation, one can
have an independent and individual learning space.
Recent advances in the Web have rapidly changed our life in various ways. These advances
provide new ways for people to communicate on a global scale and assess vast amounts of
information. The Web provides educators with opportunities to implement a range of new
teaching and learning practices, which redefine classroom- learning experiences. The Web
enables a so-called WBI (Web-Based Instruction) system as a teaching aid. The WBI system,
which integrates a hypertext information network with communication and collaborative tools,
presents two important innovative features: first, it provides specific tools to manipulate the
multimedia information contents of the Web pages; second, authorized users can modify the
information network in the system [2],[3],[4]. In the end, education projects are developed
because of the learner. Projects are developed because we want participants to gain specific
knowledge and skills. Education projects are developed to promote public safety and the
development of environmental and scientific literacy.
Each student has different cognitive abilities [5]. In [6]; [7]; [8]; [9]; [10] those problems can be
overcome with the use of adaptive learning system. Many studies have been conducted on
adaptive learning. Among them, studies that provide the most universal method of adaptability
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offer courseware by considering learner styles [11]; [12]; [13]; [14]; [15]; [16]; [17]. However,
there are also theories that assert that a learning strategy created according to either a task or
content is much more effective than the learning style [18]; [19]; [20]. It is thus necessary to
provide adaptability according to the learning content along with the learning style [21]. Careful
attention to the design and implementation of an education project will be reflected in learner
outcomes [22]. As a result of rapid improvements in both computer and Internet technologies,
features and functions of e- learning systems have been improved. It has also become easier to
access online lesson content and interactive, electronic applications or tools from any-where, at
anytime. At this point, internet and the related technologies have an important role to play in all
of these improvements and changes [23]
Methods And Techniques: Design Structure of the Educational Web Page:In this project the educational website designed using ASP.NET. ASP.NET (Active Server Page)
is an open source web framework for building modern web applications and services [24]. With
ASP.NET you can quickly create web sites based on HTML, CSS and JavaScript etc., scale them
to millions of users and easily add more complex capabilities like Web APIs, forms over data or
real time communications [25]. In this project the web page system corresponds to web interfaces
and tools that are included in the system and provided to administrators, teachers, or student
according to their role in connection with the system. There are three different types of user:
administrators, students, and teachers. In order to log into the system, all of these users must
make their registrations and type their usernames and passwords on the login page of the system.
In order to save information the database very important for the web page here we used SQL
server. Database contains administrators, teachers and students information and also consists of
all materials related to education in addition to dates and results of quizzes and exams which the
students submitted.
Role of Each Group:As we mentioned before three kinds of user groups will use this website, administrator, teachers,
and student. The administrator the only user who can view and control the overall the page as
well as can make changes for example add or remove lessons delete unwanted contacts and also
control the blog and give permission to view or not view the messages.
The teachers can view the students’ progress reports these reports contain the information of the
lessons the students had viewed and can see how long they viewed the lessons, teachers also can
view the quiz results that the students had submit.
The users under the student category can make their registration and view the lessons submit to
quizzes and exams and also can view the results of all the quizzes that they had.
There will be a communication among these groups by sending mail messages to each other by
this way the students can ask questions and get answers besides there is a discussion forum
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where the users can discuss any case about the subjects and lessons so that they can get benefit
and knowledge from each other’s experience.
Database Tables Design:A database is a collection of information that is organized so that it can easily be accessed,
managed, and updated [26]. This educational web based system registration, member’s
information, lessons, quiz and exams marks, useful documents and other effective tables have
been created, the design and the use of these tables explained as follow: Lessons Table:This table contains the lesson name and a brief explanation of the subject so that if the student
wanted to watch the lesson is going to just click on the lesson names that have been choose.

Fig.1:- Lesson Table

Questions, Quiz, and User Quiz Tables: The students whom watching the lessons their performance and success evaluation is required for
this purpose some exams and tests performed to serve this case, and all these data saves in the
database as well as the information concerning the exam questions and answers and also the date
that submitted is saved in these tables.

Fig.2:- Questions ,quiz, and UseQuiz tables
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Forum Tables:This section contains two groups of tables. Arguing and replying table, these tables
register all information about the questions, Answers, the name of the person who
asked or answered the question and their date. The forum section is controlled by the
administrator all questions and answers in any discussion waits for confirmation from
the administrator of the page, the administrator will put 1 to activate or 0 to discard
any unwanted question or answer, the table is shown in fig.3

Fig.3:- Arguing and Reply Tables

Announcement Table:In this table the announcement and it’s date is saved, also this table is controlled by
the administrator who can show the announcement by making the active field 1 or to
hide the announcement by making it 0 . This table shown in Fig.5

Fig.5:- Announcement Table
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Useful Materials, Navigation and Documents Tables:Useful links and documents such as books, papers …etc can be added to the web page
by the administrator and will be saved in the database, these tables shown in Fig.6 and
Fig.7.

Fig 6:- Navigation Table

Fig.7:- Document Table

The Dataflow Diagram of The Designed Website:Login Page Dataflow Diagram:Any use wants to use this web page must register first, if the user was administrator so
the website will show the administrator page, for the students the student page will be
shown. Fig.8 shows this action.
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Administrator Page Dataflow Diagram:After the administrator login process, the system automatically directs administrators the
Admin user interface. The Admin page has been developed similar to the design of other
management interface that is used by teachers. But it includes more options. Fig.9 shows the
dataflow diagram of the administrator page.
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Fig 9:- Administrator page DFD

Student Page:The most important part is the student part here the student can see the course lessons
title. Only first lesson contents will be active and can be viewed easily by clicking on
the link provided by the system, the other lessons will be not activated unless the
student pass the first lesson’s quiz at that time the next lesson will be active and so on
if the student didn’t pass that quiz the next lesson will not be active, after the student
passes all the quizzes the general exam will be activated so that the student can submit
an exam contain questions about all the lessons that the student watched, beside the
lessons the student can view past submitted exam marks, can enter the forum, see the
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announcements, and can get benefit from the useful materials part. The dataflow of the
student page shown in Fig.10.

Fig.10:- Student Page DFD

User Communication Tools:In this system there are two different communication tools that can be used to
communicate among system users. These communication tools used to improve the
quality of the education activities by ensuring effective socialization processes among
students and teachers.
The first communication tool is a forum, which is used to send messages or write
comments on existing ones. The discussion subjects provided for users may be defined
by teachers or other users via the management interface. The administrator can delete
any illegal message or comment from the forum even can block the user account if the
user insists on sending unacceptable messages.
The second communication tool of the system is an internal messaging tool, which
allows students and teachers to send private messages each other.

Results and Future Work:There are some reasons that let us use asp.net as graphical user interface, web
application exists in compiled form on the server so the execution speed is faster as
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compared to the interpreted scripts [27]. asp.net is not limited to script languages, it
allows you to make use of .net languages like c#, j#, VB, etc. asp.net is a very
valuable tool for programmers and developers as it allows them to build dynamic, rich
web sites and web applications using compiled languages like VB and c#. the main
advantage of this language is high security; code cannot be viewed from the browser.
asp.net offers built-in security features through windows authentication or other
authentication methods[28],[29].
One of the most important result we achieved in this project by activation constrains,
that activation of the next lecture is depend on the student quiz result of the previous
lecture so that the student must study hard to pass the quiz to activate the next lecture.
Besides the teacher can view the time that the student spent viewing and studying
each lecture this done by timer starts when the student click to view the lecture and
ends when clicking on quiz at the end of lecture so the lecture viewing time can be
calculated the benefit of method is to give information if the student passed the lecture
and submit the quiz and may he or she can pass the quiz by chance; this information
can help the teacher when assessment the students.
In the future this project can be developed by adding private chat between the users so
that they can communicate privately get benefit from each other’s experience, video
conferencing also very important to share information between the users beside that
can be virtual class so the students can attend any lecture the teacher demonstrate
without any constrains all what they need is an internet connection.
Conclusion:Today's economy is based on a global perspective. We need to compete and
collaborate with the world. Thus education must be catered along these lines. We have
seen that this is possible with the use of technology, technology is a necessity in
today's world and we must be ready for it. Computers can provide universal success by
dividing lessons into segments to the extent needed to make sure that everyone can
accomplish something. They deliver results accurately and quickly, the closer the
connection between the action and reward, the more valuable and more effective is the
reward. With computers and technology, learning can be a 24/7 process. Teaching will
not be bound by time constraints. Technology is a versatile and valuable tool for
teaching and learning and becoming a way of life. The most important thing is that
teachers need to be prepared to use these technologies effectively.
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